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Hong Kong entrepreneur Frank Tang and his wife Cherry were planning celebrations for their 20th wedding
anniversary when a colleague of Frank’s presented them with a surprising and unusual gift. Frank’s long-
time friend and business partner, Terry Hu, had arranged for the couple to have their portrait painted.

Hu had contacted Fanny Rush, a London-based portrait artist, to paint the couple as a �tting way to mark
their anniversary. The resulting portrait shows the couple, shoes o�, relaxed and at ease, cosied up together
on a sofa, as if it were a Friday after work and they were catching up on the week. The portrait completely
captured their relationship, Cherry says.

“We were super delighted to see the �nished work,” she says. “We were really grateful to Fanny for her
impeccable skills, amazing artistic sense and wholehearted devotion to capturing the love between me and
my husband.”

Hung with pride on their kitchen wall, the oil painting measuring 42 x 55 inches (107cm x 140cm) was
launched at a party Frank and Cherry hosted for family and friends at their home in Stanley, on the south
side of Hong Kong Island, in September.
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Portrait of Frank Tang and his wife Cherry by Fanny Rush. Photo: Courtesy of the artist

“They are a lovely couple and I made their portrait very relaxed and romantic, so it is very personal to
them,” Rush says over the phone from London. “Their home has some of the most beautiful art I have ever
seen in a private home; their taste is excellent. I am pleased that my portrait of them hangs where everyone
can see it.”

Rush says her commissions usually come through word of mouth, mainly among the wealthy. Chu had come
to know of Rush’s talent through another friend, Kevin Ching, the Hong Kong-based CEO of Sotheby’s Asia.
Rush had painted Ching a few years ago (she believes it is the best portrait she has done, and he says it is the
best portrait ever painted of him), and it still hangs in his sitting room. A small portrait of 18 x 19 inches, it
shows Ching grinning, sleeves rolled up, �exing a bicep in the manner of Rosie the Riveter, the iconic poster
girl of the World War II “We Can Do It!” campaign.

Portrait of Sotheby’s Asia CEO Kevin Ching by Fanny Rush. Photo: Courtesy of the artist
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“Kevin was delightful. He is �t and lively and I wanted to show this aspect of him in his portrait, which is a
challenge in this tight format. I call this portrait Kevin Ching and His Magni�cent Arm, which says it all,”
Rush says. “He has also said that I am the only Western painter he has seen who has got the anatomy of the
Asian face right, which really pleased me.”

Ching had come to hear about Rush through a friend, Indian billionaire Sunil Mittal. In fact, Rush was
delivering Mittal’s portrait in Delhi when Ching contacted her and asked her to make an extra stop in Hong
Kong.

Some of Rush’s other clients have included Robert Tuttle, a former US ambassador to the UK; William
Castell, chairman of UK-based The Wellcome Trust; and John Studzinski, former global head of the
Blackstone Group. She usually charges between £15,000 and £24,000 for a portrait (US$20,000 to
US$32,000), which can take up to two months to paint.

Rush in her studio. Photo: Chris Tubbs

“It’s a bit like the European aristocracy of the 19th century,” she says. “My clients all move in tight-knit
circles and are highly loyal to each other’s recommendations.”

A talented portrait artist has always been highly prized for their ability to see into the very soul of a person
and capture it forever on canvas, from the 17th-century masters such as Rembrandt and Velazquez to
Impressionist and modern painters like Freud and Picasso.
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